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ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF LEAST SQUARES
ESTIMATORS ZN AUTOREGRESSIVE LINEAR
REGRESSION MODELS
t:~y t3. B, van der Gc~nu~t.en
ASYM`rTOTIC NORMALITY OF LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATORS IN AUTOREGRESSIVE LINEAR
REGRf~SSION MODELS1 )
by B.B. van der Genugten
For the linear regression model yt - s' xt t Et (t - 1,...,n)
asymptotic normality of the least squares estimator of S is proved in the
case that the et are mutually independent with finite second moments and
that Et is independent of xl,...,xt for each t. The results obtained are
applied to autoregressive models with nonstochastic, possibly unbounded
regressors.
1) AMS 1y70 subject classifications. Primary 62J05; Secondary 60F05.
Key words and phrases: Least squares estimators, linear regression,
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1. Introduction
In this paper we derive central limit theorems for LS-estimators
in linear models with stochastic explanatory variables (regressors).
Conditions for these variables bring together the purely deterministic
case and the mixed autoregressive case in which some of these variables
may be lagged dependent variables.
In the existing literature for the mixed case strong conditions
on the behaviour of the regressors are imposed, which are not satisfied
for very simple cases. The conditions in this paper are rather weak and
cover a wide range of models of practical importance.
The analysis is based on some recently obtained central limit
theorems for martingales and some newly developed weak laws of large num-
bers for linear combinations of random variab].es. By a special method of
normalization the usual but rather unnatural and strong conditions for
convergence of the regressors (in some sense) to non-trivial values are
circumvented.
We restrict ourselves to univariate models. Generalizations for
the multivariate case are easily obtained. So, we shall be concerned with
the model
(1.1) Yt - S'xt t et, t E N
Here, (xt)t EN is a sequence of random kxl-vectors of explanatory varia-
bles and (et)t E N an error sequence of random variables, both defined on
some probability space (S2, if, P). The kxl vector s is the nonstochastic
vector of regression coefficients.
The assumptions are precisely stated in section 2. We will
discuss the main features here.
We assume that the errors are independent and that they are of the same
order of magnitude (fosmally expressed by the Eicker conditions (2.1)
below) .
The assumptions of independent instead of uncorrelated errors is made to
avoid conditions about the existance of moments higher than the second
order. Especially for i.i.d. errors assumptions about higher order moments
are superfluous and we do not want to loose this special case.
-z-
Since the case of lagged dependent variables has to be included
we cannot assume that the error process is independent of the regressor
process. It is only reasonable to assume that the errors at time t are
independent of the regressors before or at time t(conditions (2.2) below).
Furthermore we will only consider the (weak) non-collinear case, i.e. the
assumptions are always such that they imply P{Sn ~ 0} ~ 1, n~~, where
n
S - ï x x'.n t-1 t t
A least squares (LS) estimator b of S, based on the first n ob-n
servations, is defined by
n
bn - Sn tEl xtyt,
where Sn is some pseudo-inverse of Sn. In the non-collinear case the pro-
bability of the set for which S-1 is not defined tends to zero. So theren
can be no confusion in writing S-1 instead of S- since we deal with con-n n
vergence in distribution. Therefore we will do this from now on.
Theorem 2.1 below gives conditions for the xt and Et under which
bn is asymptotically normal, i.e. there exists a sequence Cn of non-
stochastic positive definite kxk matrices, not depending on R, such that
~{Cn~(bn - R) ) ~ Nk (0, I) ,
Here Nk(O,I) denotes the k-dimensional standard normal distribution. For
Cn we do not take Cov{Snl ~xtct} but
n
Cn - Cov{Snl E xtet},
t-1
where Sn - E{Sn}. This particular choice admits the use of central limit
theorems for martingales. The theorem generalizes the results for non-
stochastic xt of Eicker [ 4] ; theorem 3.1 or [ 5] , section 2, theorem.
Furthermore, the conditions are such that thFy appLy to autorPqressive
models of the form
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P
(1.2) E ag Yt-g - Y~wt ~ Et, t E N. (a0 - 1).
g-0
Here, a-(al,...,ap)' and y are nonstochastic p X 1 and q X 1 vectors,
respectively, of reqression coefficients, wt is a nonstochastic q X 1
vector, and the initial values yl-p,...,y0 are random variables. By taking
S' -(Y', -a') and xt -(wt, yt-1,...,yt-p) we see that (1.2) is a special
case of (1.1).
Theorem 2.2 below states that for this autoregressive model the
conditions for the xt in theorem 2.1 are implied by certain conditions for
the wt and the a,y. The proof of this result forms the hard and technical
part of the paper. The result is attractive because in these conditions
the a,y appear in a simple way. In particular there is no need to solve
the difference equation (1.2) explicitely.
Finally, theorem 2.3 below is added to simplify the verification of the
conditions of theorem 2.2. The result in the first part of example 2.2
given after this theorem is simplier but can be compared with results in
the literature up till now such as Anderson [1], theorem 5.5.14 or
Schónfeld [10]. The example 2.3 there after shows clearly the advantages
of the methods used in this paper. Simple practical problems with un-
bounded (wt) can be solved too. So we can say that an old problem which
goed back to Mann and Wald [8] has found a satisfactory solution now in
the theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
From a statistical point of view it is an interesting question if C cann
be estimated while preserving asymptotic normality of b. This can ben
done along the lines of Eicker [4]. Here at is replaced by the square of
the least-squares-residual at t. We will not go into details.
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2. Statement of the results
7n the following we suppose that the Et are mutually independent with
E{Et} - 0, at - E{et} ~ m, t E N. Furthermore, we assume that they satisfy




sup(tEN) E{Et I(IEtI ~ d} ~ 0.
In the following conditions it is assumed that S~ 0 for some (and there-n
fore all) n sufficiently large whenever S-1 appears.n
Theorem 2.1 (general model (1.1)). If
(2.2) et is independent of xl,...,xt and Elxtl2 ~~ for each t E N,
--~ n n --~ P(2.3) Sn ( E atxtxt - E{ E atxtxt})Sn -~ 0
t-1 t-1
for at - 1 and at - at,
P
(2.4) max(1 ~ t~ n) xt Snl xt ~ 0,
then
.X{Cn~ ( bn - ~) } -; Nk (0, I) .
P
Remark. The condition (2.3) for at - 1 gives Sn~` Sn Sn~ i I, implying weak
noncollinearity.
Example 2.1 (nonstochastic xt). For such xt the conditions (2.2), (2,3)
are fulfilled in a trivial way and (2.4) reduces to
max(1
~ t ~ n) xt Snl xt y ~
or, equivalently (lemma 3.5 below),
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S-1 -~ 0, x' S-1 x -~ 0.
n n n n
This implies that xn is non-exponentially increasing (i.e. pn x-~ 0 forn
any p with Ipl ~ 1). However, polynomial trends are included. For a dis-
cission of the necessity of these conditions and for some special cases
see Eicker [ 5] .
For the general model (1.1) the appearance of (2.4) in theorem
2.1 is motivated by example 2.1. The condition (2.3) for at - at admits
the use of a central limit theorem for martingales.
For the model ( 1.2) we assume that the starting values
yl- ,...,y~ are independent of (et)t E N and have finite second moments.P
Let the (ptq) x 1 vector vt be defined by
P
~t -( 2: agwt-g, Y~wt-1,-..,Y'wt-p), t~ p t 1, p t 2,...
g-0
and the (ptq) x (ptq) matrix Z byn
n
Zn - E vtv~ t n 10.
t-pt1
Here I~ is a(ptq) x(ptq) matrix with all elements equal to zero except
the last p elements of its diagonal which are equal to one. Finally, let
P
A(z) - E ag zg, z E C.
g-0
We have:
Theorem 2.2 (autoregressive model ( 1.2)). If
(2.5) A(z) ~ 0, Izl ~ 1,
(2.6) gZ-lY - 0(lIn) ,n
(2.7) ~~ Z-1 ~ ~ gn n n
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then the conditions (2.2) -(2.4) of theorem 2.1 are satisfied.
For the model (1.2) the condition (2.5) is the usual stability
conditiuii. Thu conditiuns (2.(,) and (2.7) are rnorc~ clifficult to cxpl.iin.
Roughly spoken, in some sense, vt can serve as an approximation for
ut - E{xt}. Then Evtvt can be considered to be an approximation of the
part of Sn coming from the wt. The other part of S coming from productsn
of errors is approximated by nI~. So Zn is an approximation of Sn. In fact
we have that cZ ~ S ~ c'Z for some c,c' ~ 0 and n sufficiently large.n - n - n
So we may hope that (2.4) can be replaced by the condition max v'Z-iv -~ 0
or equivalently, using lemma 3.5,b), Z-1 -~ 0 and (2.7). The conditionn
(2.6) is slightly stronger, and is needed to justify the approximations as
well as to verify the weak law of large numbers as stated in (2.3).
For many interesting sequences (wt) the verification of the con-
ditions (2.6), (2.7) of theorem 2.2 is not easy. Therefore we add theorem
"l.3 below to simplify this verification.
Suppose for some integer s~ q there exists a sequence
of nuns;tochastic s x 1 vectors such that
vt -~qt, t- p t 1, p t 2,...
t n t
(qt) t ~ P t 1
for some nonstochastic (ptq) x s matrix ~. Let (Dn)n ~ 1 be a sequence~ p
of s x s nonstochastic positive definite diagonal matrices. Consider the
normed s x 1 vectors
qt(n) - Dn~ qt. t- P t 1,...,n.
l.or :;cimc~ intcycr r. such that q ~ r ~ min(:;, t, a cl) lcl c~Dtl
submatrix of ~ formed by the first r rows and r eolumns of
a similar r x r submatrix of D, and for the case that r ~n
the (s-r) x(s-r) submatrix of D formed by the last s- rn
tx~ (hc~ r x r
4, let Dn~ be
s let Dnl be
rows and s - r
columns of D. We have:n
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Theorem 2.3. Suppose
(2.8) det(~00) ~ 0.
(2.9) NDnON - O(l~n),
('L.10) if r ~ s then nDn1r - O(1~MDn0~)~
n
(2.11) ~( E qt(n)qt(n))-ld - O(1),
ptl
(2.12) q (n) -~ 0,
n
then the conditions ( 2.6), (2.7) of theorem 2.2 are satisfied.
Example 2.2. We apply theorem 2.3 for the simple case s L(ptl)q and q' -t
(wt,...,w~-p). Then vt - ~qt with
r a01 a11 ... a I
P
0 y' ... 0
M
0 0 ... y' ~
Take D- nI. Then the conditions (2.11), (2.12) are satisfied ifn
(2.13)
n
~( E qtq~)-1~ - D(l~n).
ptl
Take r- q. Then (2.9), (2.10) are fulfilled. Since ~00 - a0I the condi-
tion (2.8) holds as well. Therefore, with theorem 2.3 we see that (2.13)
leads to the asymptotic normality of the LS-estimator in the autoregres-
sive model (1.2) for all y and all a satisfying (2.5). The condition
(2.13) is implied by
1 n
n E qtqt i Qptl
- 8 -
for some Q ~ 0.
Note that (2.13) will not be satisfied if the model contains a
constant term. However, a slight modification of the derivation above
leads again to a condition of the type (2.13). We write wt -(1, wt),
Choose s- pq t q- p and qt -(1, wt,...,wt-p). ThenY' - (Y~ ~ Y' ) .
vt - ~qt with
P
E a 0 0
0 g
0
0 aQI alI ... a I
P
0
YD 0 0 ... Y~
P
Take r- q then again det(~p~) ~ 0 since E a ~ 0 because of (2.5).
0 g
al a
Example 2.3. Let wt -(t ,...,t q) for integers al ~ a2 ~... ~ a ~ 0.
q -
If al ~ 0 then (2.13) of example 2.2 cannot be applied. For









Here ~p,...,~p are q X r upper triangular matrices. Not interesting ma-
a a -1
trices are denoted by stars. Choose s- a1t 1 and qt -(t 1, t 1 ,..
Then vt - ~qt with
- 9 -
n0I a1I ... a I I
P
0 0





Take Dn - diag(n , n ,...,n). Then
n




where H-{(2a1t3-i-j)-1; i,j - 1,...,alt 1} is the so-called Hilbert-
matrix. Note that H~ 0 and qt(n) -~ 0 for fixed t. Therefore the condition
(2.11) is satisfied. Since
qn(n) - Dn~ qn - n ~(1,1,...,1)'
we see that (2.12) holds. Furthermore,
Dn0
2a1t1 2a1t3-2r
- diag(n , ..,n )
2a1t1-2r
Dn1 - diag(n ,...,n) if r ~ al t 1,
and so the conditions (2.9), (2.10) are fulfilled also. Therefore it remains
to verify the condition (2.8). In general this cannot be done for all y and
all a satisfying (2.5):
lo) Consider the case of successive powers
aq - a1 - q t 1
P
Then all ~yj have diagonal elements 1. From (2.5) it follows that E aj ~ 0.
P 0
Hence, if we take r- q then ~00 - ó aj~yj is nonsingular, and consequent-
ly the condition (2.8) is fulfilled for all y and all a satisfying (2.5).
20) Consider the particular case of non-successive powers p - 1, q- 2,
al - 2, a2 - 0. Set y' -(yl,y2). The choice r~ 3 leads to
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a0ta1 -2a1 al
~00 - 0 0 a0ta1
Y1 -2Y1 y1tYz
~ det(~00) - Za0Y1(a0ta1).
So the condition (2.8) is fulfilled for all y with yl ~ 0 and for all
a satisfyinq (2.5). This makes clear that in this example it is diffi-
cult to prove the asymptotic normality for all y and all a satisfying
(2.5).
A special case of example 2.3, lo) is the model
yt t alYt-1 - Y1 } y2t t et
which can serve as an empirical description of the log of the Dutch natio-
nal income during the years 1949-1968. As far as I know the available a-
symptotic results on literature to justify the usual estimation and testing
procedures are not applicable to this simple model. This was a part of the
motivation to write this paper.
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3. Proofs of the theorems
We mention the following notations and conventions. For the norm IA~ of an
arbitrary matrix A we take a~ (A'A). We write A~ 0 if A is positive semi-max -
definite and A~ 0 if A is positive definite. We write A ~ B if A~ 0,
B~ 0 and A- B ~ 0. Note that A ~ 0 implies ~ A~ - am~ (A) and A~ 0 that
p A 11 - 1~n (A) .
The random sequence ( xn)n EIN is called P-bounded if for every
e~ 0 there exists a number M such that P{Ixn~ ~ M} ~ e for all n. If
(xn)n EIN and (yn)n EIN are sequences of random variables such that (x ) isn
P-bounded and yn p 0 then xnyn ~ 0. If Elxn~ is bounded then (xn) is P-
bounded.
The proof of theorem 2.1 is based on a central limit theorem for






(3.1) 0 ~ 1 ~m~~
Proof of theorem 2.1. We take
n
Cn - Cov{Sn 1 E xtet} .
1
Then Cn does not depend on S. We have
Cn~(bn-8) - Cn~ Snl E xtet -
1
-[ItC ~S-~(S~S-1S~ -I) S-~` C~] . C~ S-1 E x E .
n n n n n n n n n 1 t t
From (2.2) and (3.1) we get
n
(3.2) 1 Sn 1 ~ Cn - Sn 1 E{E at xtxt} gn
1 ~ m Sn 1
1
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This implies that YS~ C~Y and YC-~ S-~`Y are bounded. From (2.3) forn n n n
at - 1 it follows that Sn ~ Sn Sn~` P I. Therefore in the relation above
(3.2) the expression between square brackets tends to I in probability.
Thus it remains to prove that
4 n
„~{Cn gn 1 E xtEt} -~ Nk(O,I) .
1
Let a EIRk with lal - 1 and set xnt - a'Cn~ Sn 1 xtet~
Then it suffices to prove
n
(3.3) ~{E xnt} -~
N(0, 1) .
1
~` - }`(x ,... x , E . e) for 1 ~ t ~ n.Let n0 -~(xl)' nt 1 ' ttl 1"' ' t --
Then the ~ are sub-a-fields of ~` with F C t . Furthermore,nt n,t-1 nt
xnt is nt-measurable and et is independent of n,t-1' as follows from
(2.2). This gives E{xntl ~n,t-1} - 0 a.s., and so (xnt)l~t~n, n Ey.I is a
martingale triangular array (MTA). Furthermore,
n 2 n n
E E{x I~1` }- 1- a'C ~S-1(Ea2x x' -E{E o2x x'})g-lC-~aPO.
1 nt n,t-1 n n 1 t t t 1 t t t n n
using (2.3) for a- a2 and the boundedness of YC ~ S-~Y .t t n n
Then (3.3) follows from a central limit theorem for MTA's (see e.g. Mcleish
[9], Corollory (3.8) or Gaenssler [6], theorem 2), provided that we can
verify the conditional Lindeberg-Feller condition.
n 2
(3.4) E E{xnt I(~xntl ? e)I ~ t-1} P 0, for every e~ 0.
1 '
Set
, -1rnt - xt Sn xt, rn - max(l~t~n) rnt
Qt(`S) - E{Et I(~Et~ - d)}. Rn(d) - max Q(d)(l~t~n) t
Then (2.3) gives
2 -1 -1 -1 2 2xnt ~ xt Sn Cn Sn xt.et ~(rnt~m).et .
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Since rnt is r` ~t-l-measurable and et is independent of ~~t-1 it fol-
lows that
n
m E E{xnt I(Ixntl ~ E)I ~n t-1} ~1 '
n
~ E rnt E{et I(~et~ ~ e m~~l ~`n t-1} -
1 '
n n
- E rnt Qt(E m~~ ~ E rnt Qt(e m~ ~
1 1
n
~ Rn (E m~. E rnt ,
1
From (2.1) we get that Rn(6n) -r 0 for any nonstochastic sequence (dn) with
6n -} ~, and from (2,4) that rn P 0. Sy considering the a.s. convergence of
n
subsequences it follows that Rn (E m~ P 0. Furthermore, E{E rnt} - k
n 1
and rnt ~ 0 imply that E rnt is P-bounded. Together this shows that the
1
right-hand side of (3.5) tends to 0 in probability, completing the proof.
The proof of theorem 2.2 is rather tedious. We make some pre-
liminary remarks and formulate some intermediate results as lemma's. Let
n
mn -~x(l~t~n) at ' sn - i at
From (2.1) it follows that s~ nl and that for every e ~ 0n -
n
(3.6) snl E E{Et I(letl ~ E n} ~ 1-1 sup(tEII9)E{et I(~etl ~ e nl -~0.1
So the Eicker conditions (2.1) imply the well-known Lindeberg-Feller (LF)
condition for the sequence (Et)t EIN' This leads to the corollary of lemma
3.1 below. The lemma itself is a slight generalization of a theorem of
Raikov (see Gnedenko [7], ~ 28, theorem 4). Its proof is kept short and
added for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 3.1. Let (xnj)l~j~k , n EIN be a triangular array of random variables- - n
such that xnl,...,x~ are mutually independent for each fixed n.
n
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Suppose E{xnj} - 0, anj - E{Xnj} ~~ for all n,j.









anj is bounded in n, then
P
max(1~ j~kn) Ixnj I-`
~
Z 0max(l~j~kn) anj -i
and for any bounded nonstochastic array (anj) we have
k
n
E anj(xnj - an )~ 0.
j-1 ~
Proof. The first relation follows from
kn
P{maxlx I~ E} E P{Ix I~
n7 1 nj
kne} ~ e-2 ~ E{xn] I(Ixn]I ~ e)}
1
and the second one from
kn
anj ~ e2 t max E{xnj I(~xnj~ ~ e2} ~ E2 t E E{xRj I(~xnj~ ~ E)}.
1
The last relation will be proved first for a - 1.
2 njLet ~nj(u) - E{exp(iuxnj)} then it suffices to prove that
k
max(l~j~k ) I~nj (u) - 1~ -~ 0,
- - n
n




E I ~pnj (u) - 1 ~ 2-~ 0
1
Since ~log(ltz) - zl ~ Izl2, ~zl ~ 1~2, this gives
k
n




2 1 2 2 2 2




E ~~n~ (u) - 1- iuan~ I-~ 0
1
kn
Together this gives E(log pn~(u) - iuan~) -~ 0, provinq the result for
1
a . - 1.n~
For non-negative an~ the result follows from this. Replace only xn by
]
1~. x . .n~ n~
For arbitrary an~ the result follows by splitting up the sum for positive
and negative an .
J
Corollary. By taking xn~ ~ e~~n we see that the LF-condition for (xn~)
follows from ( 3.6). Hence,
(3.7) sn~ m~(l~t~n) IEt~ ~ 0
(3.8) m ~s -~ 0
n n
and for bounded nonstochastic (a )
nt l~t~n, nEII~I '
n
(3.9) snl E ant(et- at) ~ 0
1
Lemma 3.2. For nonstochastic ~h and ~yh (h - 0,1,...) let
yt - E~h et-h' Zt - E~h Et-h' t E a'h-0 h-0
where et - 0 if t ~-p, at - E{et} ~~ if 1- p ~ t ~ 0.
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If ó~hzh, ó ~yhzh, have convergence radii larger than 1, then for any
bounded nonstochastic array (~`nt)l~tcn, n Eyq we have
(3.10) sn1 ( E ant yt-i zt-j - E{ E~nt yt-1 zt-j}) P 0, i, j
E Z
t-1 t-1
Proof. Note that ~- o(ph), hh ~h - o(p ) for some p with 0 c p c 1.
Set ~r -~r - 0 if r ~ 0. Then
n
(3.11) E~ y z - E a (E cp E E
t-1 nt t-i t-j t nt r r t-r-i ~s Et-j-s) -
E E anrs Eress r s
where
anrs - t ~nt ~t-i-r ~t-j-s
Note that a - 0 if r~ n- i or s~ n- j. For any a~ b we havenrs -
n n n
~ E ~ W V~ ~ ~ c'. E I~ - ~y - I c c". E pt-apt-b c c~~~ pa-b
t-1 nt
t-a t-b t-a t a t b
t-a -
for some constants c', c", c"'. Therefore there exists a constant c not
depending on n, r, s such that
la I ~ c p~r-s~ .nrs
in particular, anrs is bounded in n, r, s. We split up
5
E E a e E - E Ak (n)nrs r sr s k-1
according to the ranges (r,s ~ 0), (r ~ 1, s c 0), (r ~ 0, s ~ 1) ,
(r,s ~ 1 and r~ s), (r,s ~ 1 and r- s), respectively.
The number of terms in A1(n) is finite and the terms themselves are bounded
in n. Furthermore,
n-i n-i
EIA2(n)I ~ E E I anrslElESerl ~ c'. E E pr-s a a c c" ~~s~0 r-1 sc0 r-1 s r- n-i
for some constants c', c". A simílar relation holds for A3(n). Hence, with
(3.8) we get
- 17 -
(3. 12) -1sn E~Ak(n) I-~ 0, k- 1,2,3.
Since E{A4(n)} - 0 and
2 2 2 p2~r-s~ Q2 02
V{A4(n)} - ~s anrs(anrs}ansr)ar as ~ 2c EE r s-
r,~s
- 2c2 (E E p2 (s-r) t E E p2 (r-s) ) a2 a2 ~
r s~r s r~s r s-
~ c ~ (mn-j sn-i } mn-i sn-j )
for some c', we get with (3.8) that
(3.13) snl(A4(n) - E{A4(n)}) P 0,
Finally, with (3.9) we get
-1 n-max(i.j) 2 2(3. 14) snl ( A5 (n) - E{A5 ( n) }) - sn E antt (et- at) ~ 0.t-1
Combining (3.11) - (3.14) gives (3.10).
Lemma 3.3. I.et (xt) tE~ be a sequence of k X 1 vectors and (~h)hE Z a
sequence of scalars. Let
n
ynj - E xt cpt-j , n E IN , j E Z
t-1
If El~hl ~ m then
n
j ynj ynj ~ c.tEl xtxt , n E~
for some constant c not depending on n.
Proof. Set
n
W(a) - j~Pj el~j. xn(a) - i xt eita . Yn(a) - E ynj eij~
J
- 18 -
then Yn (a) - Xn (a) ~ (-a) . With
c - sup ~~(1-a)I2(~a~~n)
this gives
n n
~ ynjynj - 2n -~ Yn(a)Yn(a)da - 2n f IW(-a) ~ZXn(a)Xn(a)da ~
-n
n
~ c.2n I Xn(7~)Xn(a)da - c. E xtxt
-n 1
Lemma 3.4. Let (xt)t E Z be a sequence of k x 1 vectors with xt - 0 if
t ~-p for some p i 0, and let
(Wh)h~0 be a sequence of scalars. Let
yt - E ~h xt-h , t E T.
h-0
~ hIf ~p(z) - E~hz has convergence radius larger than 1 and ~p(z) ~ 0 if
0
~zl ~ 1, then there exist constants c1, c2 ~ 0, only depending on (~ph),
such that
n n n
cl E xtxt ~ E ytyt ~ c2 E xtxt , n E~-
t-1-p t-1-p t-1-p
Proof. Let A(z) ~ 1~~(z) - E ahzh,
0
h
then E am ~h-m - sOh for h- 0,1,...0
Note that
~ m
ó ~~ph~ ~~ ó Iahl ~ W
Let Ln be the (ntp) x(ntp) lag matrix with unit elements just below the
diagonal and zero elements elsewhere. Then Lm.[x1-p,...,xn]' -
[xl-p-m,...,xn-m]' with the convention
m~ n t p. Introduce
ntp-1 m
~ - E ~ Lm - E ~ Lm
n m-0 m n ~~ m n
n
Ln - I. Note that Ln - 0 for
then
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-1 h n}p-i hE a L - E a Ln- h-~ h n h-~ h n'
Set Xn - I xl-p' - . . ,xn~ , Yn - ~ Yl-p, . . . .Yn~ then Yn ~ ~nXn
With IL I ~ 1 this givesn -
n
lEp ytyt - YnYn - Xn~n~nXn ~ I~nl2XnXn ~ {O~Wm~}2. lE x x't t
P
and, in the same way,
n
E xtxt ~ I~n 10 z. Yn Yn ~{ E ~ a ~} 2 E Y Y' .
1-p 0 h 1-p t t
This completes the proof.
Lemma 3.5. Let (xt)tE~ be a nonstochastic sequence of kX 1 vectors.
n
a) Let Sn :- E xt xt with Sn ~ 0 for some n. We have
1
, -1 -1
max(l~t~n) xt Sn xt ~ Sn ~ g, x'
S-1 x i O
- - n n n
b) Let Z be a sequence of nonstochastic k x k matrices with 0 ~ Z ~ Z ~.n - 1- 2- "and Z ~ 0 for some n. We haven
Z-1 -~ 0, x' Z-1 x -~ 0~ max x' Zn n n n (l~t~n) t n
xt-~0
Proof. a) Take some fixed c E7~ , Let N be such that SN ~ 0.
for some a1,...,aN not dependinkg on n. Hence, for n~ N:
N
Then c - Eatxt
1
N N N
c~Snl c~ E E Iatas~~xt Snlxs~ ~{E~at~}2. max(l~t~n) xt Snl xt i 01 1 1 - -
This holds for any c, implying S-1 ~ 0.n
b) For given n let tn be the largest index for which the maximum is attain-
ed. If (in) is bounded then (xT ) is bounded. So,
n
-1
xT Znl xT ~ IxT I2. IZnll -~ 0.
n n n
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If (T ) is unbounded then T f~. Since T ~ n we have Z-1 ~ Z-1. So,n n n- T- n
n
x Z-1 x c x' Z-1 x -~ 0.T n T - T T Tn n n n n
Proof of theorem 2.2. The condition (2.2) is fulfilled. So we have only to
prove that (2.5) - (2.7) imply (2.3)- (2.4).
From (2.6) and s ~ nl we getn -
(3.15) IZnl! - 0(snl)
In particular Znl -~ 0. With (2.7) and lemma 3.5b this leads to
(3.16) ~(l~t~n)IZn~ Vtl ~ ~
We derive a suitable expression for xt. Set yt - 0 if t ~-p,
wt - 0 if t ~ 0. Define et for t ~ 0 by the relation (1.2). Then this
relation holds for all t E Z. In particular et - 0 of t ~-p. Let ~p(z) -
- 1~~1(z) - E ~ zm.
0 m
Then ~(z) has convergence radius larger than 1 and ~(z) ~ if ~z~ ~ 1. In
particular É I~m~ ~~. The solution of (1.2) can be written as
0
Yt - E ~h (Y~wt-h t et-h) , t E~.0
k
Furthermore, since Eg ~pj ak-j - dgk, we have
Therefore,
v j o0 0o co p
wt - E( E q~k a. )w - E( E~ a. ) w - E ~p ( E a.w )
j-0 k-0 7-k t-j k-g j~k k 7-k t-j k-0 k j-o 7 t-7-k
xt - (wt. Yt-1'....Yt-p) -
m p
- E ~k~( E a.w ,y'w ,..




(3. 17) xt - ut t~t - E~k (vt-k } ~t-k) , t E 7,0
where ~t - (~, Et-1" " 'Et- ) andP
ut - E ~k~t-k' ~t - )- ~knt-k ~ t
E T .
0 0
With (3.17) we can derive a lower bound for S. From lemma 3.4 itn
follows that
n n
1Ep xt xt ~ ci p}1 (~ttnt)(vttnt)' .
Since
n n n
E E{nt~t} - diag (0. E at-1'..., E at-p) ?(n-p)1. I~
ptl ptl ptl
we get, by taking expectations,
0
E E{xtxt} t Sn ~ c'.Zn
1-p
for some c' ~ 0. Since Z-1 -~ 0 this impliesn
(3.18) S ~ czn - n
for some c ~ 0.
With these preparations we can prove (2.3), (2.4). First we prove
(2.4). From (3.17) and (3.18) we get
(c max xt Snl xt)~ ~{max xt Znl xt}~ - max IZn~ xtl
~ max IZn~ut~ t max ~Zn~ ~tl
W
~ E ~~k ~. (~x ~ Zn~ Vt ~ t ~x ~ Zn~ nt ~) -
0
According to (3.16) the first term on the right-hand side tends to 0, and
with (3.15) and (3.7) we see that the second term on the right-hand side
tends to 0 in probability. Together this proves (2.4).
Finally we prove (2.3). From (3.15) and (3.17) we get
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n n
ISn~(E atxtxt - E{E atxtxt})Sn~l ~
1 1
n n
~ IS-~z~12,1z-~(E a x x' - E{E a x x'})z-~1
- n n n 1 t t t 1 t t t n
~ IZ~S-1Z~1.{IZ-~(E a~~' - E(E a~~'})Z-~1 t- n n n n 1 t t t 1 t t t n
t 21Zn~(E atut~t - E{E atUt~t})Zn~l}
1 1
1 n n
c'.sn IE at~t~t - E{L at~t~t}1 f
1 1
n n
t c".sn~lzn~(E atyt~t - E{E atut~t})1
1 1
for some constants c', c". So it suffices to prove that
-1 n n P(3.19) sn (i ~t~t-í~t-j-E{i at~t-i~t-j}) ; 0, i,j E T
(3.20) sn~ IZn~(i ~tut~t-i-E{i ~tut~t-i})1 P ~, ~ E~,
where
~t - ~ ~hEt-h
The relation (3.19) follows from lemma 3.2 and the fact that (at)
is bounded. For the proof of (3.20) we write
n n W




anj - i ~tl~t~t-j
From (3.16) we get for some c~ 0 that




(3.22) sn~ EIZn~ E an e, il ~ sn~ sup IZn~ an I. E{ E le,l} a p
j~i ~ ~- j ~ j~o ~
Since (at) is bounded and Znl -~ 0 we get from lemma 3.3 and lemma 3.4 for
some c,c' ~ 0 that
n
iZn~ (] anjan~)Zn~`I ~ c~1 Zn~(i a~utut)Zn~~
n
~ c OZn~( E vtvt)Zn~l ~ c,
ptl
where the last inequality follows from
n
E vtvt ~ Zn .
ptl
Since
Cov{ E a e , }- E a? a a' ~ m E a a',j~i nj ~-i j~i 7-i nj nj - n-i j nj nj
this leads with (3.8) to
Cov{sn~ Zn~ E an e. i} ~ cmn-i,sn -~ 0.
j~i ~ ~-
This gives
(3.23) s-~ Z-~ E a e, P 0.n n j~i nj ~-i
Combining (3.21) -(3.23) yields (3.20), which completes the proof.
Proof of theorem 2.3. We restrict ourselves to the general case
r ~ min(s,p t q). (The proof for other special cases follows along similar
lines.) We write
I Pn Qn ~ (r)
L Qn Rn I (Ptq-r)
(r) (P Jfq-r)
~00 ~01~ (r)




At first we derive some properties of P and Q. We haven n
Pn - ~OODn0~00 } ~O1Dn1~01 ~ ~OODn0~00
and so, with (2.8), (2.9 it follows that
(3.24) ~P 11 - O(l~n) .n
Furthermore,
Qn - ~OODn0~10 t ~O1Dn1~11
and with (2.8) this gives
, -1
pPn Qn~ ~ ~(~OODn0~00) Qn~ -
- ~ (~00) ~ (~10 t Dn0 ~00 ~O1 Dnl ~11) ~ '
Using (2.10) this gives
(3.25) APn1Qnp - 0(1) .
Next we derive a lower bound for Znl. We have for some constants c,c' ~ 0:
Zn - E vtvt t n10 -~Dn ( E qt(n)4t(n))Dn ~' t nI0
p}1 ptl
~ c'~Dn~' t nI0
or




LQn Rn t nI I
Note that
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P-1 t T ~-1T' -T ~-1n n n n n n
- ~-1T' 4-1n n n
where T- P-1Q , A - nIt R- Q'P-1Q , Since ~D ~' ~ 0 we haven n n n n n n n n -
R- Q'P 1Q ~ 0 and so G~-1N - O(l~n). Then from (3.24), (3.25) it followsn n n n- n
that NA 1N - 0(l~n) and with (3.26) this proves (2.6).n
Finally, with (3.26) we get
-1
~Z Zn ~n - qn (n) . Dn ~~ Znl ~Dn qn (n)
~ ~ Iqn (n) I 2. N D~ ~' A 1~D~ IIn n n
~ ~ Iqn (n) I2 . tr (Anl . ~Dn ~' ) .
Therefore (2.7) follows from (2.12) if we can prove that tr(A 1~D ~') - O(1).n n
However, this follows from
tr(Anl ~Dn ~~) - tr{(Pnl t TnAnl Tn)Pn - TnAnl Qn} t
t tr{-~-1 T' Q t 0-1 R}- tr{I t ~-1 ( R -Q~ P-1 Q)} -n n n n n n n n n n




We make some final remarks about weak consistency of the IS-estimator in
the autoregressive model (1.2).
The conditions of hheorem 2.2 imply bn ~ S. This follows from a short in-
spection of the proofs of theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The condition (2.6) im-
plies Z-1 ~ 0 and therefore also C-~ 0. Then the convergence in distri-n n
bution of Cn~(bn-s) gives bn P s.
In fact, for weak consistency the conditions of theorem 2.2 can be weaken-
ed considerably because we need only to prove that S-1 S P I and C~ 0.n n n
This can be done under the stability assumption (2.5), the assumptíon that
the et satisfy the LF condition instead of the Eicker conditions (see
(3.6)), and the assumption BZnll - O(snl), where in the definition of Zn
the term nI~ is replaced by nIo. The behaviour of Z can be investigatedn
as in theorem 2.3. For other conditions about weak consistency, see e.g.
Drygas [2], remark 4.5, and Eicker [3), Satz 1.
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